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Download Free Ranger Handbook
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this Ranger Handbook by online. You might not require more
become old to spend to go to the book introduction as without diﬃculty as search for them. In some cases, you likewise get not
discover the pronouncement Ranger Handbook that you are looking for. It will certainly squander the time.
However below, when you visit this web page, it will be in view of that very simple to get as competently as download guide Ranger
Handbook
It will not allow many mature as we accustom before. You can attain it though enactment something else at house and even in your
workplace. for that reason easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we oﬀer under as without diﬃculty as review Ranger
Handbook what you later to read!

KEY=HANDBOOK - DEACON JAMARCUS
U.S. ARMY RANGER HANDBOOK
Simon and Schuster This handbook oﬀers the techniques and tactics that make Army Rangers the best soldiers in the
world. These highly-trained, easily-deployable, and widely-skilled infantrymen specialize in airborne assault, raids,
recovery of personnel and equipment, and airﬁeld seizure, among other diﬃcult and dangerous missions. Drawing
from over two centuries of bloody lessons learned in special operations combat, this guide gives modern soldiers the
best advice possible. In straightforward language and a no-frills style, it covers deception, stealth, communications,
escape and evasion, ambush operations, perimeter defense, counterintelligence, and much more. Handy and concise,
this manual was designed so Rangers could easily carry it into the ﬁeld. Now it is the ultimate resource for anyone who
wants to know how Rangers think and work.

U.S. ARMY RANGER HANDBOOK
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REVISED AND UPDATED
Simon and Schuster From the US Department of Defense, the Skills, Tactics, and Traits of the Most Highly Skilled Soldiers
in the World—Army Rangers. This handbook oﬀers the techniques and tactics that make U.S. Army Rangers the best
soldiers in the world. These highly trained, easily deployable, and widely skilled infantrymen specialize in airborne
assault, raids, recovery of personnel and equipment, and airﬁeld seizure, among other diﬃcult and dangerous
missions. Now, in this recently revised edition of the U.S. Army Ranger Handbook, you can get the latest info on
everything from understanding the basics of Army operations and tactics to discovering what makes a soldier with
good leadership qualities and character. Although primarily written for Rangers and other light infantry units, it serves
as a handy reference for all military units, covering how infantry squad- and platoon-sized elements conduct combat
operations in varied terrains. Drawing from over two centuries of lessons learned in special operations combat, this
guide provides modern soldiers with best training possible. It eﬀectively combines the lessons of the past with
important insights for the future to help make army leaders the absolute best they can be. In straightforward, no-frills
language, it covers deception, stealth, communications, escape and evasion, ambush operations, perimeter defense,
counterintelligence, and much more. This book is the ultimate resource for anyone who wants to know how Rangers
think and function.

RANGER HANDBOOK
Seven Star Publishing The history of the American Ranger is a long and colorful saga of courage, daring, and outstanding
leadership. It is a story of men whose skills in the art of ﬁghting have seldom been surpassed. The United States Army
Rangers are an elite military formation that has existed, in some form or another, since the American Revolution. A
group of highly-trained and well-organized soldiers, US Army Rangers must be prepared to handle any number of
dangerous, life-threatening situations at a moment's notice-and they must do so calmly and decisively. This is their
handbook. Packed with down-to-earth, practical information, The Ranger Handbook contains chapters on Ranger
leadership, battle drills, survival, and ﬁrst aid, as well as sections on military mountaineering, aviation, waterborne
missions, demolition, reconnaissance and communications. If you want to be prepared for anything, this is the book for
you. Readers interested in related titles from The U.S. Army will also want to see: Army Guerrilla Warfare Handbook
(ISBN: 9781626542730) Army Guide to Boobytraps (ISBN: 9781626544703) Army Improvised Munitions Handbook
(ISBN: 9781626542679) Army Leadership Field Manual FM 22-100 (ISBN: 9781626544291) Army M-1 Garand Technical
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Manual (ISBN: 9781626543300) Army Physical Readiness Training with Change FM 7-22 (ISBN: 9781626544017) Army
Special Forces Guide to Unconventional Warfare (ISBN: 9781626542709) Army Survival Manual FM 21-76 (ISBN:
9781626544413) Army/Marine Corps Counterinsurgency Field Manual (ISBN: 9781626544246) Map Reading and Land
Navigation FM 3-25.26 (ISBN: 9781626542983) Rigging Techniques, Procedures, and Applications FM 5-125 (ISBN:
9781626544338) Special Forces Sniper Training and Employment FM 3-05.222 (ISBN: 9781626544482) The Infantry
Riﬂe Platoon and Squad FM 3-21.8 / 7-8 (ISBN: 9781626544277) Understanding Rigging (ISBN: 9781626544673)

TC 3-21.76 THE RANGER HANDBOOK
Lulu.com The Ranger Handbook is an essential item in any Soldier's inventory. This is the complete Ranger Handbook
printed in a easy to handle paperback version. Sized 6x9 inches.

RANGER HANDBOOK
TC 3-21.76
RANGER HANDBOOK
JULY, 1967
Createspace Independent Pub Special Operations Press' standard "Camouﬂage Cover" version of the 1967 edition of the
US Army's Ranger Handbook. Along with the Special Forces Handbook and Special Forces Operational Techniques, the
Ranger Handbook was one of the iconic special warfare texts of the Vietnam War era. Not limited to SF and Infantry
personnel, the US Army's Ranger Course at the Ranger School at Fort Benning was open to any combat arms personnel
whose commanding oﬃcers agreed to their attendance. many Oﬃcers and NCOs of Infantry, Aviation and artillery units
serving in South Vietnam proudly wore the coveted black and gold Ranger Tab and members of the various regular,
reserve and National Guard Ranger units performed great work conducting Long Range Reconnaissance Patrols and
other Ranger-style tasks. From the Foreword: "This handbook has been compiled for the use of the Ranger student and
graduate. The material within has been extracted from lesson plans and ﬁeld manuals applicable to the Ranger POI
(Program of Instruction)"." The Ranger Handbook is organized into 32 chapters covering topics as diverse as Ranger
training exercises to booby traps to combat survival. It is the ultimate advanced light infantry aide de memoir and
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many of the topics and techniques are as eﬀective today as they were in the mid to late 1960s. Presented in Special
Operations Press' distinctive ERDL cover, denoting a Vietnam-era publication, this edition of the 1967 US Army Ranger
Handbook is published warts and all, from mismatched typeface sizing to usually unseen document coding, the only
thing missing is the staple binding. Instead, the Handbook is printed in 5 x 8 perfect-bound paperback format. Proudly
printed in the USA.

RANGER HANDBOOK
NOT FOR THE WEAK OR FAINTHEARTED
Echo Point Books & Media The history of the American Ranger is a long and colorful saga of courage, daring, and
outstanding leadership. It is a story of men whose skills in the art of ﬁghting have seldom been surpassed. The United
States Army Rangers are an elite military formation that has existed, in some form or another, since the American
Revolution. A group of highly-trained and well-organized soldiers, US Army Rangers must be prepared to handle any
number of dangerous, life-threatening situations at a moment's notice-and they must do so calmly and decisively. This
is their handbook. Packed with down-to-earth, practical information, The Ranger Handbook contains chapters on
Ranger leadership, battle drills, survival, and ﬁrst aid, as well as sections on military mountaineering, aviation,
waterborne missions, demolition, reconnaissance and communications. If you want to be prepared for anything, this is
the book for you. Readers interested in related titles from The U.S. Army will also want to see: Army Guerrilla Warfare
Handbook (ISBN: 9781626542730) Army Guide to Boobytraps (ISBN: 9781626544703) Army Improvised Munitions
Handbook (ISBN: 9781626542679) Army Leadership Field Manual FM 22-100 (ISBN: 9781626544291) Army M-1 Garand
Technical Manual (ISBN: 9781626543300) Army Physical Readiness Training with Change FM 7-22 (ISBN:
9781626544017) Army Special Forces Guide to Unconventional Warfare (ISBN: 9781626542709) Army Survival Manual
FM 21-76 (ISBN: 9781626544413) Army/Marine Corps Counterinsurgency Field Manual (ISBN: 9781626544246) Map
Reading and Land Navigation FM 3-25.26 (ISBN: 9781626542983) Rigging Techniques, Procedures, and Applications FM
5-125 (ISBN: 9781626544338) Special Forces Sniper Training and Employment FM 3-05.222 (ISBN: 9781626544482) The
Infantry Riﬂe Platoon and Squad FM 3-21.8 / 7-8 (ISBN: 9781626544277) Understanding Rigging (ISBN:
9781626544673)
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US ARMY RANGER HANDBOOK SH21-76 UPDATED FEBRUARY 2011 LARGE PRINT EDITION
Not for the weak or fainthearted, the "U.S. Army Ranger Handbook" is packed with information for Rangers, mall
ninjas, survivalists, campers, and those who just want to know.

RANGER HANDBOOK (LARGE FORMAT EDITION)
Allegro Editions The history of the American Ranger is a long and colorful saga of courage, daring, and outstanding
leadership. It is a story of men whose skills in the art of ﬁghting have seldom been surpassed. The United States Army
Rangers are an elite military formation that has existed, in some form or another, since the American Revolution. A
group of highly-trained and well-organized soldiers, US Army Rangers must be prepared to handle any number of
dangerous, life-threatening situations at a moment's notice-and they must do so calmly and decisively. This is their
handbook. Packed with down-to-earth, practical information, The Ranger Handbook contains chapters on Ranger
leadership, battle drills, survival, and ﬁrst aid, as well as sections on military mountaineering, aviation, waterborne
missions, demolition, reconnaissance and communications. If you want to be prepared for anything, this is the book for
you. Readers interested in related titles from The U.S. Army will also want to see: Army Guerrilla Warfare Handbook
(ISBN: 9781626542730) Army Guide to Boobytraps (ISBN: 9781626544703) Army Improvised Munitions Handbook
(ISBN: 9781626542679) Army Leadership Field Manual FM 22-100 (ISBN: 9781626544291) Army M-1 Garand Technical
Manual (ISBN: 9781626543300) Army Physical Readiness Training with Change FM 7-22 (ISBN: 9781626544017) Army
Special Forces Guide to Unconventional Warfare (ISBN: 9781626542709) Army Survival Manual FM 21-76 (ISBN:
9781626544413) Army/Marine Corps Counterinsurgency Field Manual (ISBN: 9781626544246) Map Reading and Land
Navigation FM 3-25.26 (ISBN: 9781626542983) Rigging Techniques, Procedures, and Applications FM 5-125 (ISBN:
9781626544338) Special Forces Sniper Training and Employment FM 3-05.222 (ISBN: 9781626544482) The Infantry
Riﬂe Platoon and Squad FM 3-21.8 / 7-8 (ISBN: 9781626544277) Understanding Rigging (ISBN: 9781626544673)

U.S. ARMY RANGER HANDBOOK SH 21-76
Bnpublishing.Com This handbook oﬀers the techniques and tactics that make Army Rangers the best soldiers in the
world. These highly-trained, easily-deployable, and widely-skilled infantrymen specialize in airborne assault, raids,
recovery of personnel and equipment, and airﬁeld seizure, among other diﬃcult and dangerous missions. Drawing
from over two centuries of bloody lessons learned in special operations combat, this guide gives modern soldiers the
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best advice possible. In straightforward language and a no-frills style, it covers deception, stealth, communications,
escape and evasion, ambush operations, perimeter defense, counterintelligence, and much more. Handy and concise,
this manual was designed so Rangers could easily carry it into the ﬁeld. Now it is the ultimate resource for anyone who
wants to know how Rangers think and work.

RANGER HANDBOOK
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform 100% of this book's proceeds will be donated to two military charities: the
Special Operation Warrior Foundation and the Sua Sponte Foundation. The US Army Rangers are the world's premier
light infantry ﬁghting force. This book contains all of the materials of the oﬃcial Ranger handbook carried by all
Ranger school students. This is a large desk-top/bookshelf (8.5x11") sized copy. Unlike other versions of this book for
sale (check their feedback), this book is properly formatted with text large enough to actually read!

US ARMY RANGER HANDBOOK SH 21-76 - "BLACK COVER" VERSION (2000 CIVILIAN REFERENCE EDITION)
MANUAL OF ARMY RANGER TRAINING, WILDERNESS OPERATIONS, MOUNTAINEERING, AND SURVIVAL
Prepare yourself and brush up on your skills with this unabridged, high-quality Civilian Reference Edition reissue of the
oﬃcial US Army Ranger Handbook, US Department of The Army SH 21-76, 2000 release (the "Black Cover" version).
This training manual explains the skills and knowledge essential for the success of Army Rangers in the ﬁeld.

RANGER HANDBOOK
TC 3-21.76
RANGER HANDBOOK
RANGER HANDBOOK
U.S. ARMY RANGER HANDBOOK SH 21 -76 (REVISED FEBRUARY 2011).
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RANGER HANDBOOK
Churchill & Dunn, Limited The history of the American Ranger is a long and colorful saga of courage, daring, and
outstanding leadership. It is a story of men whose skills in the art of ﬁghting have seldom been surpassed.The United
States Army Rangers are an elite military formation that has existed, in some form or another, since the American
Revolution. A group of highly-trained and well-organized soldiers, US Army Rangers must be prepared to handle any
number of dangerous, life-threatening situations at a moment's notice--and they must do so calmly and decisively. This
is their handbook. Packed with down-to-earth, practical information, The Ranger Handbook contains chapters on
Ranger leadership, battle drills, survival, and ﬁrst aid, as well as sections on military mountaineering, aviation,
waterborne missions, demolition, reconnaissance and communications. If you want to be prepared for anything, this is
the book for you.

RANGER HANDBOOK
NOT FOR THE WEAK OR FAINTHEARTED - SH 21-76
CreateSpace This February 2011 edition is the most current, fully revised and is currently in use. In this handbook you
will ﬁnd tactics and techniques used by Army Rangers. This handbook oﬀers the techniques and tactics that make U.S.
Army Rangers the best soldiers in the world. These highly trained, easily deployable, and widely skilled infantrymen
specialize in airborne assault, raids, recovery of personnel and equipment, and airﬁeld seizure, among other diﬃcult
and dangerous missions. Now, in this recently revised edition of the U.S. Army Ranger Handbook, you can get the
latest info on everything from understanding the basics of Army operations and tactics to discovering what makes a
soldier with good leadership qualities and character. Although primarily written for Rangers and other light infantry
units, it serves as a handy reference for all military units, covering how infantry squad- and platoon-sized elements
conduct combat operations in varied terrains. this guide provides modern soldiers with best training possible and
eﬀectively combines the lessons of the past with important insights for the future to help make army leaders the
absolute best they can be. This handbook provides squad and platoon leaders with the roles, tactics, knowledge, and
operational requirements to employ combat multipliers in a combat environment. SH 21-76.
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RANGER HANDBOOK
This February 2011 edition is the most current, fully revised and is currently in use. In this handbook you will ﬁnd
tactics and techniques used by Army Rangers. This handbook oﬀers the techniques and tactics that make U.S. Army
Rangers the best soldiers in the world. These highly trained, easily deployable, and widely skilled infantrymen
specialize in airborne assault, raids, recovery of personnel and equipment, and airﬁeld seizure, among other diﬃcult
and dangerous missions. Now, in this recently revised edition of the U.S. Army Ranger Handbook, you can get the
latest info on everything from understanding the basics of Army operations and tactics to discovering what makes a
soldier with good leadership qualities and character. Although primarily written for Rangers and other light infantry
units, it serves as a handy reference for all military units, covering how infantry squad- and platoon-sized elements
conduct combat operations in varied terrains. this guide provides modern soldiers with best training possible and
eﬀectively combines the lessons of the past with important insights for the future to help make army leaders the
absolute best they can be. This handbook provides squad and platoon leaders with the roles, tactics, knowledge, and
operational requirements to employ combat multipliers in a combat environment. SH 21-76.

RANGER HANDBOOK
SH 21-76 BY US ARMY
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform The Ranger Handbook is mainly written for U.S. Army Rangers and other light
Infantry units, however it should also serve as a handy reference for other U.S. military units as it contains a summary
of other manuals such as FM 6-22 (FM 22-100), FM 3-21.8 (FM 7-8), FM 3-21.10 (FM 7-10), FM 3-90, FM 3-55.93 (FM
7-93). It covers how Infantry squad- and platoon-sized elements conduct combat operations in varied terrains. It cites
other Army resources to ensure continuity. This handbook provides squad and platoon leaders with the roles, tactics,
knowledge, and operational requirements to employ combat multipliers in a combat environment.

U.S. ARMY RANGER HANDBOOK
Skyhorse Publishing This handbook oﬀers the techniques and tactics that make Army Rangers the best soldiers in the
world. These highly-trained, easily-deployable, and widely-skilled infantrymen specialize in airborne assault, raids,
recovery of personnel and equipment, and airﬁeld seizure, among other diﬃcult and dangerous missions. Drawing
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from over two centuries of bloody lessons learned in special operations combat, this guide gives modern soldiers the
best advice possible. In straightforward language and a no-frills style, it covers deception, stealth, communications,
escape and evasion, ambush operations, perimeter defense, counterintelligence, and much more. Handy and concise,
this manual was designed so Rangers could easily carry it into the ﬁeld. Now it is the ultimate resource for anyone who
wants to know how Rangers think and work.

2017 US ARMY RANGER HANDBOOK
NOT FOR THE WEAK OR FAINT-HEARTED!
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform This is a rare print edition of the VERY LATEST Oﬃcial US Army Ranger
Handbook dated April 2017. Unlike other copies commercially available it is complete, without censored or missing
pages, and it's presented in an actual handbook size for reference in the ﬁeld rather than for reading at a desk. The
famous US Army Ranger Handbook is required reading for all students of the army's Ranger School at Fort Benning,
but you don't have to be a Ranger to get the most out of it. It's a great reference for all military personnel, law
enforcement, preppers, airsofters or anyone who just wants to know. The Ranger Handbook draws from bloody lessons
learned from two centuries of special operations combat. The manual's 370 pages are crammed with info on:
demolitions, booby traps, communications, patrolling, tactical movement, battle drills, combat intelligence and much
more! You'll see hard-won US Army Ranger lessons in: Leadership including: duties responsibilities and assumption of
comm∧ Operations such as troop leading and combat intelligence; Fire support planning, tasks, call for ﬁre; Tactical
marches danger areas; Patrols; Battle drills-react to attack, ambush, indirect ﬁre and clear a trench; Communications
including antennas; Aviation and waterborne operations; Mountaineering; Survival, evasion, First aid; Demolitions.
Oﬀered here in print for the ﬁrst time, this 370 page manual is a perfect bound paperback in 5.25" x 8" format. Proudly
printed in the USA. Rangers Lead The Way!

RANGER HANDBOOK
SH 21-76 BY UNITED STATES. ARMY
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform The Ranger Handbook is mainly written for U.S. Army Rangers and other light
Infantry units, however it should also serve as a handy reference for other U.S. military units as it contains a summary
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of other manuals such as FM 6-22 (FM 22-100), FM 3-21.8 (FM 7-8), FM 3-21.10 (FM 7-10), FM 3-90, FM 3-55.93 (FM
7-93). It covers how Infantry squad- and platoon-sized elements conduct combat operations in varied terrains. It cites
other Army resources to ensure continuity. This handbook provides squad and platoon leaders with the roles, tactics,
knowledge, and operational requirements to employ combat multipliers in a combat environment.

U.S. ARMY RANGER HANDBOOK
NOT FOR THE WEAK OR FAINTHEARTED
"The Oﬃcial US Army Ranger Handbook, as used in Fort Benning" -- Amazon website.

U.S. ARMY RANGER HANDBOOK
Paladin Press "Acknowledging the fact that a Ranger is a more elite Soldier who arrives at the cutting edge of battle by
land, sea, or air, I accept the fact that as a Ranger my country expects me to move further, faster, and ﬁght harder
than any other Soldier." ——from the Ranger Creed "Rangers, lead the way!" ——General Norman Cota Omaha Beach,
June 1944 adapted as the oﬃcial motto of the U.S. Army Rangers The history of the U.S. Army Rangers is ﬁlled with
courage, daring, and unsurpassed ﬁghting skills. The unit's success is directly attributable to its rigorous training, and
the Ranger Handbook represents the core of those battleﬁeld skills. Paladin Press is proud to be able to oﬀer the
newly released revised edition of the Ranger Handbook. Much bigger in size and scope than the earlier pocket-sized
handbook, this expanded edition covers everything today's Ranger must know to engage in Iraq, Afghanistan, or on
future battleﬁelds. Whether the ﬁghting involves land, sea, or air operations, whether it occurs in the mountains or in
cities, the Ranger Handbook provides the tools to enable Rangers to fulﬁll the ﬁnal goal of their illustrious unit's
creed—"to display the intestinal fortitude required to ﬁght on to the Ranger objective and complete the mission."
February 2011 edition

U.S. ARMY RANGER HANDBOOK (REVISED AND UPDATED)
TC 3-21.76
Prepper Press The U.S. Army Ranger Regiment is a lethal, agile, and ﬂexible force, capable of conducting many complex,
joint special operations missions. The encompass the "Big Five Philosophy:" marksmanship, physical training, medical
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training, small-unit tactics, and mobility for the success of the individual Ranger and the Ranger mission.This revised
handbook is the manual used to train Army Rangers to help make them some of the most formidable soldiers in the
world. Topics include, but are not limited to:?Fire Support?Communications?Demolitions?Movement?Patrols?Battle
Drills?Military Mountaineering?Machine Gun Employment?Urban Operations?Waterborne Operations?First Aid?And
more.Filled with charts and diagrams, the U.S. Army Ranger Handbook will serve any soldier or individual needing to
thrive and survive in any hostile environment.

SH 21-76 RANGER HANDBOOK
Jeﬀrey W Bennett This is the latest edition of the US Army's Ranger Handbook. It is packed with information on evasion,
survival, communications, watercraft, mountaineering, operations, leadership, communications, tactics, patrols and
much more and is an excellent source for Rangers, hunters, world travelers, campers and other extreme adventurers.
RANGER CREED Recognizing that I volunteered as a Ranger, fully knowing the hazards of my chosen profession, I will
always endeavor to uphold the prestige, honor, and high esprit de corps of the Rangers. Acknowledging the fact that a
Ranger is a more elite Soldier who arrives at the cutting edge of battle by land, sea, or air, I accept the fact that as a
Ranger my country expects me to move further, faster, and ﬁght harder than any other soldier. Never shall I fail my
comrades I will always keep myself mentally alert, physically strong, and morally straight and I will shoulder more than
my share of the task whatever it may be, one hundred percent and then some. Gallantly will I show the world that I am
a specially selected and well trained Soldier. My courtesy to superior oﬃcers, neatness of dress, and care of equipment
shall set the example for others to follow. Energetically will I meet the enemies of my country. I shall defeat them on
the ﬁeld of battle for I am better trained and will ﬁght with all my might. Surrender is not a Ranger word. I will never
leave a fallen comrade to fall into the hands of the enemy and under no circumstances will I ever embarrass my
country. Readily will I display the intestinal fortitude required to ﬁght on to the Ranger objective and complete the
mission, though I be the lone survivor. Ranger Creed From SH 21-76 Ranger Handbook

RANGER HANDBOOK
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform The Ranger Handbook is mainly written for U.S. Army Rangers and other light
Infantry units, however it should also serve as a handy reference for other U.S. military units as it contains a summary
of other manuals
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RANGER HANDBOOK ( SPECIAL EDITION ) BY UNITED STATES. ARMY
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform U.S. Army Ranger Handbook. This manual draws from bloody lessons learned
from two centuries of special operations combat. Crammed with info on demolitions, booby traps, communications,
patrolling, tactical movement, battle drills, combat intelligence and much more TABLE OF CONTENTS RANGER CREED i
STANDING ORDERS ROGER'S RANGERS i RANGER HISTORY ii PREFACE vi CHAPTER 1 LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES 1-1
DUTIES. RESPONSIBILITIES. AND ACTIONS 1-2 ASSUMPTION OF COMMAND 1-8 CHAPTER 2 OPERATIONS TROOP-LEADING
PROCEDURES 2-1 COMBAT INTELLIGENCE 2-5 WARNING ORDER 2-6 OPERATION ORDER 2-10 FRAGMENTARY ORDER 2-14
ANNEXES 2-17 COORDINATION CHECKLISTS 2-25 TASK, PURPOSE, OPERATION 2-30 TERRAIN MODEL 2-31 CHAPTER 3
FIRE SUPPORT BASIC FIRE SUPPORT TASKS, TARGETING, AND INTERDICTION 3-1 CAPABILITIES 3-2 RISK ESTIMATE
DISTANCES 3-2 TARGET OVERLAYS 3-3 CALL FOR FIRE 3-5 CLOSE AIR SUPPORT 3-8 CLOSE COMBAT ATTACK AVIATION
3-10 CHAPTER 4 COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT MILITARY RADIOS 4-1 MAN-PACK RADIO ASSEMBLY (AN/PRC-1 1 9F) 4-4
AUTOMATED NET-CONTROL DEVICE 4-5 BASIC TROUBLESHOOTING 4-6 ANTENNAS REPAIRS 4-6 CONSTRUCTION AND
ADJUSTMENT 4-7 FIELD EXPEDIENT (FE) OMNI DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS 4-8 ANTENNA LENGTH PLANNING
CONSIDERATIONS 4-12 CHAPTER 5 DEMOLITIONS INITIATING (PRIMING) SYSTEMS 5-3 DETONATION (FIRING) SYSTEMS
5-4 SAFETY 5-4 EXPEDIENT EXPLOSIVES-IMPROVISED SHAPED CHARGE 5-4 EXPEDIENT EXPLOSIVES-PLATTER CHARGE
5-5 EXPEDIENT EXPLOSIVES-GRAPESHOT CHARGE 5-6 DEMOLITION KNOTS 5-7 MINIMUM SAFE DISTANCES 5-8
BREACHING CHARGES 5-8 TIMBER CUTTING CHARGES 5-11 CHAPTER 6 MOVEMENT FORMATIONS 6-1 MOVEMENT
TECHNIQUES 6-1 STANDARDS 6-4 FUNDAMENTALS 6-4 TACTICAL MARCHES 6-5 MOVEMENT DURING LIMITED VISIBILITY
CONDITIONS 6-6 DANGER AREAS 6-7 CHAPTER 7 PATROLS PRINCIPLES PLANNING 7-1 RECONNAISSANCE 7-1 SECURITY
7-1 CONTROL 7-1 COMMON SENSE 7-1 PLANNING TASK ORGANIZATION 7-1 INITIAL PLANNING AND COORDINATION 7-3
COMPLETION OF PLAN 7-3 RECONNAISSANCE PATROLS FUNDAMENTALS OF RECONNAISSANCE 7-5 TASK STANDARDS
7-5 ACTIONS ON THE OBJECTIVE. AREA RECONNAISSANCE 7-5 ACTIONS ON THE OBJECTIVE, ZONE RECONNAISSANCE 7-8
COMBAT PATROLS PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS 7-9 AMBUSH 7-10 HASTY AMBUSH 7-11 DELIBERATE (POINT/AREA)
AMBUSH 7-12 PERFORM RAID 7-15 SUPPORTING TASKS LINKUP 7-18 DEBRIEF 7-18 OBJECTIVE RALLY POINT 7-19
PATROL BASE 7-20 MOVEMENT TO CONTACT TECHNIQUES 7-23 TASK STANDARDS 7-24 CHAPTER 8 BATTLE DRILLS
REACT TO CONTACT (VISUAL, ED, DIRECT FIRE [RPG]) (07-3-D9S01) 8-1 BREAK CONTACT (07-3-D9505) 8-6 REACT TO
AMBUSH (FAR) (07-3-D9503) 8-9 REACT TO AMBUSH (NEAR) (07-3-D9502) 8-12 KNOCK OUT BUNKER (07-3-D9406) 8-15
ENTER AND CLEAR A ROOM (07-4-D9509) 8-18 ENTER A TRENCH TO SECURE A FOOTHOLD (07-3-D9410) 8-21 BREACH A
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MINED WIRE OBSTACLE (07-3-D9412) 8-25 REACT TO INDIRECT FIRE (07-3-D9504) 8-28 CHAPTER 9 MILITARY
MOUNTAINEERING TRAINING 9-1 DISMOUNTED MOBILITY 9-1 TASK ORGANIZATION 9-1 RESCUE EQUIPMENT 9-2
MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT 9-3 ANCHORS 9-5 KNOTS 9-8 BELAYS 9-13 CLIMBING COMMANDS 9-15 ROPE
INSTALLATIONS 9-15 RAPPELLING 9-22 CHAPTER 10 MACHINE GUN EMPLOYMENT SPECIFICATIONS 10-1 DEFINITIONS
10-2 CLASSES OF AUTOMATIC WEAPONS FIRE 10-3 OFFENSE 10-8 DEFENSE 10-9 CONTROL OF MACHINE GUNS 10-10
AMMUNITION PLANNING 10-11 CHAPTER 11 CONVOY OPERATIONS PLANNING 11-1 FIVE PHASES OF TRUCK MOVEMENT
11-1 CHAPTER 12 URBAN OPERATIONS AN URBAN PERSPECTIVE 12-1 STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE OF URBAN AREAS 12-1
MODERN ARMY URBAN OPERATIONS 12-1 TASK ORGANIZATION 12-1 FULL SPECTRUM OPERATIONS 12-1 PREPARATIONS
FOR FUTURE URBAN OPERATIONS 12-2 CONDUCT OF LIVE. VIRTUAL. AND CONSTRUCTIVE TRAINING 12-3 RANGERS URBAN WARRIORS 12-3

RANGER HANDBOOK (LARGE FORMAT EDITION): THE OFFICIAL U.S. ARMY RANGER HANDBOOK SH21-76,
REVISED AUGUST 2010
www.Militarybookshop.CompanyUK This is a larger format reference, desk copy edition of the bestselling pocket edition.
New, fully revised 2010 edition of the oﬃcial issue United States Army Ranger Handbook. The chapters are structured
as follows (subjects in brackets are just examples of some of the many issues and lessons covered in the chapters):
Leadership; Operations; Fire Support (including risk estimate distances, close air support, close combat attack aviation
etc.); Communications (military radios, antennas etc.); Demolitions (explosives, detonations, safe distances etc.);
Movement (formations, fundamentals, tactical marches, movement during limited visibility, danger areas etc.); Patrols
(reconnaissance, security, ambushes, debriefs etc.); Battle Drills (react to visual, IED, or direct contact; how to enter
and clear a room, entering trenches, reacting to indirect ﬁre etc.); Mountain Engineering (training, organization,
rescue equipment, anchors, knots, belays, climbing commands etc.); Machine Gun Employment (speciﬁcations, classes,
oﬀensive and defensive use, control, ammunition planning etc.); Convoy Operations (planning, truck movements);
Urban Operations (perspectives, organization, principles, rehearsals, close quarters combat etc.); Waterborne
Operations (rope bridge, poncho watercraft etc.); Evasion / Survival (escape, camouﬂage, survival kits, navigation,
traps and snares, shelters, ﬁres etc.); Aviation (pickup and landing zones, air assault formations, attack helicopters,
utility helicopters etc.); First Aid (lifesaving measures, care under ﬁre, breathing, bleeding, shock, abdominal injuries,
burns, poisonous plant identiﬁcation, foot care, litter, hydration, medevac etc.). Appendices detail resources and quick
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reference cards. Extensive glossary and index included. Illustrated throughout.

RANGER HANDBOOK TC3-21.76
Latest version 2017. With improved printing technology we are able to provide this 8.5 x 11 inch book with properly
formatted texts, tables and pictures. Easy to read with 10.6 font and with an attractive cover. Made by Army Rangers,
for Army Rangers. Centuries of Ranger tactics are behind this edition and now you can get your copy. This is the oﬃcial
ranger handbook. This book is perfect for Army Rangers, Special Forces, survivalists, campers, and adventurers.The
Ranger Handbook is also perfect for getting ready for basic training, promotion boards, and more. It's that good. Can
you live up to the Ranger Creed?Recognizing that I volunteered as a Ranger, fully knowing the hazards of my chosen
profession, I will always endeavor to uphold the prestige, honor, and high esprit de corps of the Rangers.
Acknowledging the fact that a Ranger is a more elite Soldier who arrives at the cutting edge of battle by land, sea, or
air, I accept the fact that as a Ranger my country expects me to move further, faster, and ﬁght harder than any other
Soldier. Never shall I fail my comrades. I will always keep myself mentally alert, physically strong, and morally straight
and I will shoulder more than my share of the task whatever it may be, one hundred percent and then some. Gallantly
will I show the world that I am a specially selected and well trained Soldier. My courtesy to superior oﬃcers, neatness
of dress, and care of equipment shall set the example for others to follow. Energetically will I meet the enemies of my
country. I shall defeat them on the ﬁeld of battle for I am better trained and will ﬁght with all my might. Surrender is
not a Ranger word. I will never leave a fallen comrade to fall into the hands of the enemy and under no circumstances
will I ever embarrass my country. Readily will I display the intestinal fortitude required to ﬁght on to the Ranger
objective and complete the mission, though I be a lone survivor.

THE OFFICIAL SLOANE RANGER HANDBOOK
THE FIRST GUIDE TO WHAT REALLY MATTERS IN LIFE
A guide to the style (and lifestyle) of the upper class.

U. S. ARMY RANGER HANDBOOK (SH 21-76) - LEADERSHIP, OPERATIONS, FIRE SUPPORT, DEMOLITIONS,
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MOVEMENT, PATROLS, DRILLS, MOUNTAINEERING, MACHINE GUN, CONVOY, URBAN OPERATIONS, SURVIVAL,
AVIATION
The history of the American Ranger is a long and colorful saga of courage, daring, and outstanding leadership. It is a
story of men whose skills in the art of ﬁghting have seldom been surpassed. Only the highlights of their numerous
exploits are told here. Rangers mainly performed defensive missions until, during King Phillip's War in 1675, Benjamin
Church's Company of Independent Rangers (from Plymouth Colony) conducted successful raids on hostile Indians. In
1756, Major Robert Rogers, of New Hampshire, recruited nine companies of American colonists to ﬁght for the British
during the French and Indian War. Ranger techniques and methods of operation inherently characterized the American
frontiersmen. Major Rogers was the ﬁrst to capitalize on them and incorporate them into the ﬁghting doctrine of a
permanently organized ﬁghting force. The method of ﬁghting used by the ﬁrst Rangers was further developed during
the Revolutionary War by Colonel Daniel Morgan, who organized a unit known as "Morgan's Riﬂemen." According to
General Burgoyne, Morgan's men were "... .the most famous corps of the Continental Army, all of them crack shots."
Francis Marion, the "Swamp Fox," organized another famous Revolutionary War Ranger element known as "Marion's
Partisans." Marion's Partisans, numbering anywhere from a handful to several hundred, operated both with and
independent of other elements of General Washington's Army. Operating out of the Carolina swamps, they disrupted
British communications and prevented the organization of loyalists to support the British cause, substantially
contributing to the American victory. The American Civil War was again the occasion for the creation of special units
such as Rangers. John S. Mosby, a master of the prompt and skillful use of cavalry, was one of the most outstanding
Confederate Rangers. He believed that by resorting to aggressive action he could compel his enemies to guard a
hundred points. He would then attack one of the weakest points and be assured numerical superiority. CHAPTER 1 LEADERSHIP * PRINCIPLES * DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES, AND ACTIONS * ASSUMPTION OF COMMAND * CHAPTER 2 OPERATIONS * TROOP-LEADING PROCEDURES * COMBAT INTELLIGENCE * WARNING ORDER * OPERATION ORDER *
FRAGMENTARY ORDER * ANNEXES * COORDINATION CHECKLISTS * TASK, PURPOSE, OPERATION * TERRAIN MODEL *
CHAPTER 3 - FIRE SUPPORT * BASIC FIRE SUPPORT TASKS, TARGETING, AND INTERDICTION * CAPABILITIES * RISK
ESTIMATE DISTANCES * TARGET OVERLAYS * CALL FOR FIRE * CLOSE AIR SUPPORT * CLOSE COMBAT ATTACK AVIATION *
CHAPTER 4 - COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT * MILITARY RADIOS * MAN-PACK RADIO ASSEMBLY (AN/PRC-119F) *
AUTOMATED NET-CONTROL DEVICE * BASIC TROUBLESHOOTING * ANTENNAS * REPAIRS * CONSTRUCTION AND
ADJUSTMENT * FIELD EXPEDIENT (FE) OMNI DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS * ANTENNA LENGTH PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS *
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CHAPTER 5 - DEMOLITIONS * INITIATING (PRIMING) SYSTEMS * DETONATION (FIRING) SYSTEMS * SAFETY * EXPEDIENT
EXPLOSIVES-IMPROVISED SHAPED CHARGE * EXPEDIENT EXPLOSIVES--PLATTER CHARGE * EXPEDIENT EXPLOSIVES-GRAPESHOT CHARGE * DEMOLITION KNOTS * MINIMUM SAFE DISTANCES * BREACHING CHARGES * TIMBER CUTTING
CHARGES * CHAPTER 6 - MOVEMENT * FORMATIONS * MOVEMENT TECHNIQUES * STANDARDS * FUNDAMENTALS *
TACTICAL MARCHES * MOVEMENT DURING LIMITED VISIBILITY CONDITIONS * DANGER AREAS * CHAPTER 7 - PATROLS *
PRINCIPLES * PLANNING * RECONNAISSANCE * SECURITY * CONTROL * COMMON SENSE * PLANNING * TASK
ORGANIZATION * INITIAL PLANNING AND COORDINATION * COMPLETION OF PLAN * RECONNAISSANCE PATROLS *
FUNDAMENTALS OF RECONNAISSANCE * TASK STANDARDS * ACTIONS ON THE OBJECTIVE, AREA RECONNAISSANCE *
ACTIONS ON THE OBJECTIVE, ZONE RECONNAISSANCE * COMBAT PATROLS * PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS * AMBUSH *
HASTY AMBUSH * DELIBERATE (POINT/AREA) AMBUSH * PERFORM RAID * SUPPORTING TASKS * LINKUP * DEBRIEF *
OBJECTIVE RALLY POINT * PATROL BASE * MOVEMENT TO CONTACT * TECHNIQUES * TASK STANDARDS * CHAPTER 8 BATTLE DRILLS

RANGER HANDBOOK
Girard & Stewart The history of the American Ranger is a long and colorful saga of courage, daring, and outstanding
leadership. It is a story of men whose skills in the art of ﬁghting have seldom been surpassed. The United States Army
Rangers are an elite military formation that has existed, in some form or another, since the American Revolution. A
group of highly-trained and well-organized soldiers, US Army Rangers must be prepared to handle any number of
dangerous, life-threatening situations at a moment's notice-and they must do so calmly and decisively. This is their
handbook. Packed with down-to-earth, practical information, The Ranger Handbook contains chapters on Ranger
leadership, battle drills, survival, and ﬁrst aid, as well as sections on military mountaineering, aviation, waterborne
missions, demolition, reconnaissance and communications. If you want to be prepared for anything, this is the book for
you. Readers interested in related titles from The U.S. Army will also want to see: Army Guerrilla Warfare Handbook
(ISBN: 9781626542730) Army Guide to Boobytraps (ISBN: 9781626544703) Army Improvised Munitions Handbook
(ISBN: 9781626542679) Army Leadership Field Manual FM 22-100 (ISBN: 9781626544291) Army M-1 Garand Technical
Manual (ISBN: 9781626543300) Army Physical Readiness Training with Change FM 7-22 (ISBN: 9781626544017) Army
Special Forces Guide to Unconventional Warfare (ISBN: 9781626542709) Army Survival Manual FM 21-76 (ISBN:
9781626544413) Army/Marine Corps Counterinsurgency Field Manual (ISBN: 9781626544246) Map Reading and Land
Navigation FM 3-25.26 (ISBN: 9781626542983) Rigging Techniques, Procedures, and Applications FM 5-125 (ISBN:
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9781626544338) Special Forces Sniper Training and Employment FM 3-05.222 (ISBN: 9781626544482) The Infantry
Riﬂe Platoon and Squad FM 3-21.8 / 7-8 (ISBN: 9781626544277) Understanding Rigging (ISBN: 9781626544673)

RANGER HANDBOOK: TC 3-21.76 (APRIL 2017 EDITION)
Lulu.com Training Circular (TC) 3-21.76 uses joint terms where applicable. Selected joint and Army terms and deﬁnitions
appear in both the glossary and the text. Terms for which TC 3-21.76 is the proponent publication (the authority) are
italicized in the text and are marked with an asterisk (*) in the glossary. Terms and deﬁnitions for which TC 3-21.76 is
the proponent publication are boldfaced in the text. For other deﬁnitions shown in the text, the term is italicized and
the number of the proponent publication follows the deﬁnition. The principal audience for TC 3-21.76 are U.S. Army
Rangers and combat arms units. Commanders and staﬀs of Army headquarters serving as joint task force or
multinational headquarters should also refer to applicable joint or multinational doctrine concerning the range of
military operations and joint or multinational forces. Trainers and educators throughout the Army will also use this
publication.

RANGER HANDBOOK
Paladin is now oﬀering the most up-to-date version in print of the famed U.S. Army Ranger Handbook. This manual
draws from bloody lessons learned from two centuries of special operations combat. Crammed with info on
demolitions, booby traps, communications, patrolling, tactical movement, battle drills, combat intelligence and much
more.

TC 3-21.76 RANGER HANDBOOK
APRIL 2017
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Latest version! This is a rare print edition of the Oﬃcial US Army Ranger
Handbook TC 3-21.76 dated April 2017. Unlike some other copies commercially available it is complete, without
censored or missing pages. It's presented in a 5.25" x 8" handbook size for throwing into your ruck for reference in the
ﬁeld. Other editions you may ﬁnd are printer copypaper sized which are really only suitable for reading at a desk. The
famous US Army Ranger Handbook is required reading for all students of the army's Ranger School at Fort Benning,
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but you don't have to be a Ranger to get the most out of it. It's a great reference for all military personnel, law
enforcement, preppers, airsofters or anyone who just wants to know. The Ranger Handbook draws from bloody lessons
learned from two centuries of special operations combat. The manual's 370 pages are crammed with info on:
demolitions, booby traps, communications, patrolling, tactical movement, battle drills, combat intelligence and much
more! You'll see hard-won US Army Ranger lessons in: Leadership including: duties responsibilities and assumption of
command; Operations such as troop leading and combat intelligence; Fire support planning, tasks, call for ﬁre; Tactical
marches danger areas; Patrols; Battle drills-react to attack, ambush, indirect ﬁre and clear a trench; Communications
including antennas; Aviation and waterborne operations; Mountaineering; Survival, evasion, First aid; Demolitions.
Oﬀered here in print for the ﬁrst time, this 370 page manual is a perfect bound paperback in 5.25" x 8" format. Proudly
printed in the USA. Rangers Lead The Way! For more like this, look for the distinctive OCP camouﬂage covers.

RANGER HANDBOOK
Allegro Editions The history of the American Ranger is a long and colorful saga of courage, daring, and outstanding
leadership. It is a story of men whose skills in the art of ﬁghting have seldom been surpassed.The United States Army
Rangers are an elite military formation that has existed, in some form or another, since the American Revolution. A
group of highly-trained and well-organized soldiers, US Army Rangers must be prepared to handle any number of
dangerous, life-threatening situations at a moment's notice--and they must do so calmly and decisively. This is their
handbook. Packed with down-to-earth, practical information, The Ranger Handbook contains chapters on Ranger
leadership, battle drills, survival, and ﬁrst aid, as well as sections on military mountaineering, aviation, waterborne
missions, demolition, reconnaissance and communications. If you want to be prepared for anything, this is the book for
you.

RANGER HANDBOOK
Silver Rock Publishing The history of the American Ranger is a long and colorful saga of courage, daring, and outstanding
leadership. It is a story of men whose skills in the art of ﬁghting have seldom been surpassed.The United States Army
Rangers are an elite military formation that has existed, in some form or another, since the American Revolution. A
group of highly-trained and well-organized soldiers, US Army Rangers must be prepared to handle any number of
dangerous, life-threatening situations at a moment's notice--and they must do so calmly and decisively. This is their
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handbook. Packed with down-to-earth, practical information, The Ranger Handbook contains chapters on Ranger
leadership, battle drills, survival, and ﬁrst aid, as well as sections on military mountaineering, aviation, waterborne
missions, demolition, reconnaissance and communications. If you want to be prepared for anything, this is the book for
you.

RANGER HANDBOOK POCKET SIZE
UNITED STATES ARMY RANGER HANDBOOK - NOT FOR THE WEAK OR FAINTHEARTED
OFFICIAL RANGER HANDBOOK - POCKET SIZE VERSION. TRAINING CIRCULAR TC 3-21.76. Current Version Update:
04/26/2017. Army Publishing Directorate (APD), Headquarters, Department of the Army. PREFACE: Training Circular
(TC) 3-21.76 uses joint terms where applicable. Selected joint and Army terms and deﬁnitions appear in both the
glossary and the text. Terms for which TC 3-21.76 is the proponent publication (the authority) are italicized in the text
and are marked with an asterisk (*) in the glossary. Terms and deﬁnitions for which TC 3-21.76 is the proponent
publication are boldfaced in the text. For other deﬁnitions shown in the text, the term is italicized and the number of
the proponent publication follows the deﬁnition. The principal audience for TC 3-21.76 are U.S. Army Rangers and
combat arms units. Commanders and staﬀs of Army headquarters serving as joint task force or multinational
headquarters should also refer to applicable joint or multinational doctrine concerning the range of military operations
and joint or multinational forces. Trainers and educators throughout the Army will also use this publication.
Commanders, staﬀs, and subordinates ensure that their decisions and actions comply with applicable United States,
international, and (in some cases) host-nation laws and regulations. Commanders at all levels ensure that their
Soldiers operate according to the law of war and the rules of engagement (ROE). (See FM 27-10.) This publication
applies to the active Army, the Army National Guard (ARNG)/Army National Guard of the United States (ARNGUS), the
United States Army Reserve (USAR), and the United States Marine Corp. Unless otherwise stated in this publication,
masculine nouns and pronouns do not refer exclusively to men. The proponent of this publication is United States Army
Maneuver Center of Excellence (MCoE). CONTENTS: Preface. Ranger History. Ranger Creed. Standing Orders, Rogers'
Rangers. Ranger Medal of Honor recipients. Chapter 1 Leadership. Chapter 2 Operations. Chapter 3 Fire Support.
Chapter 4 Communications. Chapter 5 Demolitions. Chapter 6 Movement. Chapter 7 Patrols. Chapter 8 Battle Drills.
Chapter 9 Military Mountaineering. Chapter Machine Gun Employment. Chapter 11 Urban Operations. Chapter 12
Waterborne Operations. Chapter 13 Mounted Patrol Operations. Chapter 14 Aviation. Chapter 15 First Aid. Appendix A.
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Resources. Appendix B. Quick Reference Cards. References. Index.

THE OFFICIAL US ARMY RANGER HANDBOOK
FULL-SIZE EDITION
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Think and Fight with the Best! Largest format available anywhere - the
original giant 8.5" x 11" size - no more tiny print, unlike low-quality knockoﬀ editions - professional formatting makes
text easy to read in any light. Current edition: updated 2017 (NOT the old 2011 edition - check the date on the cover
before purchasing). "Batteries last hours, books last decades: get the print edition!" Discover the doctrine, tactics,
history and lore of the US Army's most elite troops. Aimed primarily at the new or aspiring Ranger, the Handbook is an
indispensable resource for anyone who wants to learn the skills of the world's most highly-trained soldiers. The
handbook covers: LEADERSHIP OPERATIONS FIRE SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS DEMOLITIONS MOVEMENT PATROLS
BATTLE DRILLS MILITARY MOUNTAINEERING MACHINE GUN EMPLOYMENT URBAN OPERATIONS WATERBORNE
OPERATIONS MOUNTED PATROL OPERATIONS AVIATION FIRST AID The Ranger Creed: Recognizing that I volunteered as
a Ranger, fully knowing the hazards of my chosen profession, I will always endeavor to uphold the prestige, honor, and
high esprit de corps of the Rangers. Acknowledging the fact that a Ranger is a more elite soldier who arrives at the
cutting edge of battle by land, sea, or air, I accept the fact that as a Ranger my country expects me to move further,
faster and ﬁght harder than any other soldier. Never shall I fail my comrades. I will always keep myself mentally alert,
physically strong and morally straight and I will shoulder more than my share of the task whatever it may be, onehundred-percent and then some. Gallantly will I show the world that I am a specially selected and well-trained soldier.
My courtesy to superior oﬃcers, neatness of dress and care of equipment shall set the example for others to follow.
Energetically will I meet the enemies of my country. I shall defeat them on the ﬁeld of battle for I am better trained
and will ﬁght with all my might. Surrender is not a Ranger word. I will never leave a fallen comrade to fall into the
hands of the enemy and under no circumstances will I ever embarrass my country. Readily will I display the intestinal
fortitude required to ﬁght on to the Ranger objective and complete the mission though I be the lone survivor. Search
Amazon for 'CARLILE MILITARY LIBRARY' to ﬁnd more TOP-FLIGHT, SQUARED-AWAY publications for your professional
bookshelf! Provided for information purposes only. Published in the U.S.A. by CARLILE MEDIA.
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